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OK I have had a few questions about this. most of the info for the meat of the challenges and how
they will work will come with part 2 but to sum up what the smackdown is basically, the smackdown
is a series of challenges that will last over the summer. you need to sign up and decide your
character. the character you select will be the character you will use for each challenge. 
We will all be doing images based on a fictional superhero game show. what you put in your image
will effect the fiction gameshow. the actual images will be put into a poll to decide "best of" their will
be different sections of eligibility for the challenges, some will be looking for humour others will be
looking for action. but as long as you have fun that is all that really matters.
For the first round all you need to do is a pin-up intro image of your character the real fun starts next
month when the fictional contest starts and the characters start to interact 
 you decide the number of images per month you put into the challenge all images will be based on a
basic outline that will be sent out to participants at the start of the new round. I hope this explains
things a little better.
Round one ends at the end of june so sign up and get your pinup entry in. 

so far we have 

Winterhawk as Vampirella
Biohaz_Daddy as The Crimsom Noodle
Matrixblur as Winterhawk
Thayne_Luc as Firebird
Dark_Wanderer as the AzBat Batman
blubeetle3 as Blue Beetle
Voltron2000 as tra le gawk defender or the nenark empire or aka that big alien jerk
Brick as Partyman
Exador as Rogue
contentKILLER as Interknight
Shump1 as WomanHood!
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